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NETWORK NEWS 50P 

GULF FALLOUT 
The balt>ing of too two IUIC1 ear I:eaetors in Iraq shows the high mgard with whi.cb the 
United States views intematialal. b:eaties such as the fb::lear Nm-Pnll.i.feratial 
Tl:eaty, to whi.cb both Iraq am the us are signatories. RWiioactive debris will have 
been spmcd over a ~ area by the attack oo these fi~elled I:eaetors and the 
resulting fire <XlUl.d well have sent a rcwJioactive cl.ad over Bagtrlad, ool.y 15 miles 
away. 

With obvious glee General Colin Powell ( chainnan of the US Joint Chiefs of Staff) 
armounced on 23rd January that the two reactors at Tuwaitha were "gooe. They're down. 
They're finished . " On 29th January General Schwarzkopf armounced that the nuclear 
research centre in Bagtrlc.rl had also been totally destroyed. It seems that the 
Americans have invented a new concept .in the mad world of nuclear power politics -
decannissioning by air-raidl 

The two reactors at Tuwaitha were small research reactors. One was a Soviet wilt 
( ITR 5000) 5 megawatt reactor and the other was a small (500 kilowatt) version of the 
Osirak reactor fran France. Because of the small size of the reactors the attack 
carmot create another disaster oo the scale of Chemobyl. However, there ca.Ild be 
serious off-site contCillination. The fire which -was reported at the larger reactor 
could have led to rc.rlioactive material being blam OYer Bagtrlc.rl depending on wind 
speed and direction. 

As a signatory to the Noo-Proliferation Treaty Iraqi nuclear installations are 
regularly inspected by the Intemational Atanic Energy Agency. 
inspection in Iraq was in November 1990. The bcrrt>ing tells us 
worthlessness of this treaty. The Western countries ard the ~''wo:~...w.~~o~oa..~ 
ratified the first c.rldition to the 1949 Geneva agreement in whi 
attack !AEA inspected nuclear installations in wart~. 



January 

3: A consumer's association report has found that doctors and 
radiographers are ignoring X.Ray safety guidelines resulting 
in between 100 and 250 extra cancer deaths per year. 

10: The widow of a former Sellafield worker has been awarded 
£150,000 compensation by British Nuclear Fuels after her hus
band David Dunn aged 31, died of chronic myeloid leukaemia. 

February 

6.: More than 70,000 people have been evacuated from the radiation 
contaminated areas around Chernobyl in the last year. 140,000 
more people are awaiting evacuation. 

6: Defence Secretary Tom King announced that the United States 
nuclear submarine at Holy Loch is to be closed. 

9: Starving Zambians have dug up and eated hundreds of Chernobyl 
contaminated cans of beef (kindly donated by Czechoslovakia!) 
that had been buried by the authorities as a safety measure. 

12: A mechanism for dissolving unused nuclear fuel went wrong 
spraying radioactive acid over three workers at a nuclear plant 
in Idaho, USA. 

13: The Atomic Energy Authority is to launch an intense lobbying 
campaign to reassert its influence and regain a central role in 
directing energy policy. 

13: 600 staff are likely to be sacked when Aldermaston is privatised. 
13: A major nuclear accident at Fukui 220 miles west of Tokyo has 

occurred, leading to radioactivity escaping into the sea and 
atmosphere, from a 500 megawatt PWR reactor. 

18: Iraq launched a missile attack on the Negev desert in Israel 
fuelling speculation that Saddam Hussein was trying to hit the 
Dimona nuclear reactor. 

28: Radiation has leaked from a Japanese nuclear waste safety testing 
facility. 

MIHIMA MISHAP 

Two weeks ago in the small 
Japanese town of Mihima a 
radiation accident at the local 
nuclear power plant rocked the 
Japanese public confidence in 
nuclear power. Japan is a country 
where the public expect technology 
to work without any hitches;indeed 
historically Japan has had far 
fewer emergency shutdownsof 
nuclear power stations than the 
U.S. or Europe. In this particular 
incident there seems to have been 
a leak of the primary 
coolant(superheated pressurised 
waster) from the tubes carrying 
the pressurised water to the steam 
generator. 
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Workers spent a total of 50 
minutes trying to trace the leak 
which was by then pouring tons of 
radioactive water into the steam 
generator.When an emergency 
pressure valve was activated -lt 
failed. Eventually the emergency 
system flooded the reactor to 
prevent a meltdown. An official of 
the Japanese Agency of National 
Resources and Energy told 
reporters that "On the whole we 
are happy with the way the system 
worked" Omitting to mention 
perhaps that this was one of 
Japans most serious nuclear power 
incidents. 



Their War, Their Lies. 
The Gulf war is just aver. Thrusands of 
Iraqis have been killed, towns and cities 
have been razed to the ground by contin
uous banbing, and people in Bagtrlad have 
no water supply, electricity or sanit
ation. Black srooke fran burning oil
fields has engulfed the area. 

On the other hand, a victorious roood 
pervades the TV screens of our nation. 
The anny ccmnanders have been feted as 
super-heroes. One London evening paper 
has quoted a Royal Al:my Ccmnander' s mes
sage to ring the church bells all CNer 

the country: "Let the bells ring out." 

What has all this been for? US-led 
forces have now "liberated" Kuwait and 
returned to power the feudal despot, the 
Emir of Kuwait, who :imnediately imposed 
three months martial law. The difference 
between the dictators is that the Emir is 
friendly to the West and will ensure the 
oontinued flow of cheap oil and huge prof
its to the West, as do all the other 
feudal despot isms in the Gulf. 

The role of the news media is apparently 
to keep us infonned of events as they 
take place. But apart fran the censored 
war news we receive which may or may not 
be true, the media gives us more subtle 
messages. We have learned quite a few 
new words - sortie, payload, ordinance. 
The sroooth language and presentation 
help to make banbing, destruction and 
killing seen nonnal and acceptable. 

Killing is not nonnally acceptable in 
hunan society but now we have evolved a 
sophisticated weapon to legitimise kill
ing in the mind of the public. This 
sophisticated weapon is the media and we 
have highly skilled personnel to operate 

it like Mart.in Bell, David D.imbleby and 
Kate Mie. Throughout the last few 
months they have carefully and gently 
prepared us and made the killing accept
able and the banbing praiseworthy and ex
citing. On the screen they sanetimes ap
pear in CCillOOflage gear to emphasise 
their identification with "our forces" 
and ooe carmentator carried on a cootin
uous ccmnentary despite nearly losing his 
voice to show his detennination - British 
detennination. The message is caning 
thrrugh loud and clear, "our boys" are 
couragerusly and tirelessly carrying rut 
the job they were trained for with their 
magnificent machines. What they are 
doing is right and they are doing it well. 
The lack of resistance to their cootin-
uing bc:mbal:dment is a measure of their 
success and triurph, not their CC7tlardice 
and cruelty. 

Apart fran legitimising and glorifying 
the killing and destruction, the media 
has fought another war- a war against 
people's power. 
It is the politicians and the soldiers 
who do the politician's bidding, and the 
acadenics who carment and expound, who 
hold centre stage. The people are for
gotten: the Iraqi men, wanen and children 
who are being slaughtered and on the other 
hand, also ignored, are the millions of 
ordinary people thrrughout the world who 
do not want this war. Their carm:>n as
pirations and struggles nust not be allow
ed to spoil the "gane". But whether in 
Britain or Iraq or Kuwait, in the end it 
is the united roovement of the people that 
will bring change and justice. We rrust 
not roove an inch fran our full support of 
the Iraqis for a better Iraq, the Kuwaitis 
for a better Kuwait and of the people's 
struggle everywhere for a better life. 
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TALES FROM THE SARCOPHAGUS 

Everyday Tales of the Nuclear Age 

MORE BLOOD FOR OIL 

George' Cluster Bomb' Bush who made 
his millions from the Zapata Oil 
Company knows how to look after 
his Big Business buddies. His 
new National Energy Strategy -a 
Gas Guzzlers Charter -recommends 
tax handouts for oil exploration 
and brushing aside environmental 
considerations gives the green 
light to the Oil industry to wreck 
the Arctic in search of the black 
smelly stuff.Nothing must standin 
the way of the US divine right to 
squander the worlds energy 
resources_ as Iraqi conscripts 
now just so much hamburger meat 
found out. Good Ole George also 
wants to remove planning obstacles 
to constructing more Nukiller 
plants to revive the washed up 
nuke industry .. 

Dying for a fag 

British Nukiller Fools have discovered that 
smokers are rrore vulnerable to the damag-. 
ing effects of radiation than are non
SIOOkers. But at least we have the option 
of giving up the cancer sticks - its a pity 
we havn 1 t got the option of giving up the 
cancerous nukiller industry! 

·~***************************************** * * 
* * : These reports have been written under : 
: British peacetime censorship conditions.: 
* * * * *'****************************************** 

Spot the difference 

Unterhand 
The British Embassy in the main 
East Berlin street of Unter de 
Linden presently has an exhibition 
in its shopfront type windows 
purporting to show current British 
interest in renewable energy 
sources.The exhibition shows 
details of geothermal energy 
research at Southampton and wind 
generators in the U.K. Overall the 
exhibition appears to support the 
old adage that diplomats are 
people who are sent abroad to lie 
for their country as government 
support for renewable energy is 
positively negative.In fact John 
Wakeham announced last year that 
the budget for nuclear R&D would 
be £137 million and for renewable 
R&D would be £18 million. 

Food Irradiation 

Although the irradiation of food becane 
legal on January 1st, it doesn 1 t look as 
though finns are jumping over themselves 
to produce it. A survey by the London 
Food Ccmnission, of carpanies which have 
convertable facilities to perfoDn this 
task showed that none have so far applied 
for a license to irradiate food. The main 
factor seems to be consumer resistance. 
However, irradiated food can now be irrport
ed fran abroad although it should be clear
ly marked. A report in the Mirror ( 20 Feb) 
warned that the govemment would allow 
irradiated food to be used in school meals. 

The Survey costs £2 fran the London Food 
Commission, 88 Old St, London ECl 

One country has announce4 firm plans to 
build 3000 wind turbines generating 1000 
megawatts in the next 10 years. Another far 
larger and much windier land has plans for a 
miserable 100 megawatts of wind power.One is 
Holland the other Britain no prizes for 
guessing which is which. 

Answers on a postcard please. 

Rotting fuelrods stored at the clapped out 
Magnox reactor at Wylfa in Wales could cause 
a catastrophic radioactive fire.Nukiller 
Electric admit they haven't got a clue how 
to remove the badly damaged rods let alone 
transport them up to the Sellafield nukiller 
dustbin 
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STOP SIZEWELL 

'!'he pressure vessel for Sizewell B pressurised water reactor ar.r:ived by sea during 
DecEIItler. Abcu.t 300 peq;>le tumed out en the Sizewell beach to protest against the 
vessel's arrivaL The pmtest involved 'syni:lolically' marking the area am..uYl the 
x:eactor with sticks to repx:esent an area of high rcdi.ati.al. Later en 5 GJ:eenpeaoe 
CCI'Ipaigners l::x)a]:ded the ship 'Stannan Asia • which was bringing in the reactor vessel 
ai¥1 unfurled anti-IUicl.ear banners. Here is one protestor's story ••• 

•If you were not on the Sizewell beach on Sunday 16th Dec::erTtler yw missed the funl 
France recently finished building the Pressure Vessel - an IDJx>rtant part of Sizewell 
B nuclear reactor. This vital canponent of the PWR arrived on the Suffolk coast and 
this is what my story is about. 

Until Chemobyl, Three Mile Island headed the blacklist of nuclear accidents. (Of 
course we have not forgotten Windscale, in spite of renaning it Sellafield) Sizewell 
B is similar to the PWR at Three Mile Island. So what do we say? We say 'Stop 
Sizewelll ' Local groups have joined together to catpaign and all over the country 
there are peq>le who suwort the carpaign. Are we not concemed aba.tt the dangers of 
rooiation? Of course -we are. Have we not learnt fran Three Mile Is.l.a.Dj - Windscale -
Chemobyl? Of course -we have. But does it really matter to us? The answer is - it 
doesn't matter very rruch any roore. That is why nuclear danger is crawling to wr 
doorstep - slCMly and sroothly. 

What is roost disturbing, is that sane of us have a strange idea about what -we are 
trying to achieve in the anti-nuclear power carpai.gn. The idea that protest action 
has to be on the ITV regional news or at least in the local newspaper has develq>ed. 
Sure, publicity is IDJx>rtant. But publicity of action and action for publicity are 
two different things. We tend to choose the second one for many reasoos. We like to 
be in the media shCM. It involves less work in ooilding up protest action; it costs 
less in detennination, effort and sacrifice. It does not require so many people -
a few 'actors 1 or 1 shCMj~rs 1 can do the trick. This was the reality behind the 
pressure vessel carpaign. It was not easy to ooild up canrunication beforehand and 
plan a protest action. But to put on a shCM that wasn 1 t necessary and the shcwnen 
didn 1 t have to disclose their tricks. 
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continued fran page 5 ••• 

It was too late when we tha.lght of doing sanething and we were too few. Had it been 
different we could perhaps have stonned the jetty. We could perhaps have kept the 
ship at sea for a few more days. Publicity of action would then have cane 
autanatically and rightly. 

How many dramas will we stage, how many showj\.l'll;)erS will fomt their PLC's, before we 
feel we ought to change our approach? WE HAVE TO STOP NUCLEAR P<ltJER. 

I expect you will excuse my rather onesided story. There were sane who did what they 
could. Mary who got arrested, Sally who brought her children in that bitter cold -
and at least there were a few who st<Xrl on the jetty to say NO when the ship finally 
ar:rived fran Lowestoft. • 

- __ .a __ _ 

•• •o••- • -- ----·-. 
VIVRE SAHS LE DANGER NUCLEAIRE DE GOLFECH 
B.P. 343 
47008 Agen 
France 27 November 1990 

Thanks for your letters. I hope, by now, you have received our recent news 
letter. 

I was surprised to read the article "Dam Busters", about Golfech :In your latest 
Anti-Nuclear Network Newsletter. It seems as if caveman's grasp of English has 
led to a series of false impressions. 

a> Malause is three miles upstream from Golfech, an important point as it 
controls the flow of water to cool the reactor. 

b) The :Incident took place on the 13th of May, not the 24th of April. 

c> The target of the boabers is best described as a sluice. Twelve charges 
exploded :In what the police described, as a professional operation, but contrary 
to the impression given :In the article the dam was not breached. Damage was 
mostly limited to the lifting gear for the gates. 

d> We don't wish to defend the E.D.F. but the power station was stopped several 
times this summer to respect the municipal laws concerning river teaperature. 

e> As there has been a hydro-electric power station at Golfech for 15 years the 
presence of the road sign isn't surprising. 

Sorry to pick holes but we take great care to get the facts in our news letters 
correct as far as possible. 

However we are glad to know that someone else is prepared to take the time to 
publicise events at Golfech. We would be interested to get in touch with hill. We 
will continue to keep you up to date with events over here. 

Regards, 

.. ~ --- d :::::> 

Jill Rowe 
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ANTI-NUCLEAR 
NETWORK 

The Anti-Nuclear Net'NOrk catpaigns for the imnediate closure 
of all nuclear power stations, reprooeasing plants and 

fuel fabrication facilities and an end to uranium mining. 

The Anti-Nuclear Network supports an alternative t!l'l&9Y 
strategy based on conservation, and the devel.opnent of 

renewable energy sources (such as wind, wave and solar power) 
under oarrrunity control. In the interim this policy 
will inClude the clean b..ir:ning of fossil fuels. 

The Network aims to• 

* Link together independent anti-nuclear groups and 
individuals. 

* Co-ordinate activities and prarote ctlllpaigns within 
the anti-nuclear moverrent. 

* Support effective direct action and cmpaign for this 
in the British anti-nuclear roovanent. 

Nuclear power is part of a world wide nuclear chain. The 
Anti-t+.Jcl.ear Network seeks to make l.in)(s with anti-nuclear 

groups in other ocuntries. To this end we are affilj..ated 
to the International Ccngress of the Radical Anti-Nuclear 
Power Movenent, which is based in Holland. 

The Anti- Nuclear Network is a grass-roots national canpaign 
against nuclear power. We are an i.OOependent II'OifEI'RE!nt 
not tied to any political party or grcup. The Network has 
a decentralised structure and relies m the activity of 
autmcroous local ~ps. 

we invite any grcup or individual who shareS these ideas 

to join us. 'I'03E'IliER WE CAN S'IOP ~LEAR PCWERI 

Please note that due to Haringey council ' s 
cuts , cur old address at Reading Matters 
is closing down. Therefore we have been 
forced to rrove to a new address at Bookmarx 
l:xx>kshop . Please note that this is a rrail
ing address only. 

Anti-Nuclear Network 
c/o 265 Seven Sisters Rd , 
Finsbury Park 
London N4 2DE 
x------------------------------

affiliate/subscribe 
1/We support the aims of the Anti-Nuclear Net'NOrk and wish to 

affiliate to the ~gn 0 
I wish to subscribe to the Anti-Nuclear Network Newsletter 0 

I wish to get involved with a local gn;JUP 0 

rwre •. •••• .• •••• . ••• •••• •••••••••••• •••• ••• •••• ••••••• . •••• • 

Organisation ••••.••••••.• • • • • ••• • • •••••••••••••• • • •• • • • • • • • • 

Address .. .• • • • • • ••. ••••• . ••••••••• ••••••••••••••• • • •• •• •• • • • 

Tel •••••••••• • ••••••••••••••• • ... ........................... 
1/We enclose a donation of f.... . towards producing the 
Anti-tb::lear Network Newsletter. 

Please make all~ out to HARIN:iEY DIREX:T ACTIOO GIOJP 
who produce the Newsletter. 

Where are they nCM? 

No 139 - Joan Haddock 

Joan Haidock1 once chair of CND back in the 
1980S 1 rocrned the larrl speaking out against 
war ar¥i nukiller banbs. 

The up ar¥i caning I..aboor party hack is 
absolutely no relation. 

Limerick time 1 

There was a yoong lcxly called ROOdockl 
Who many thought was a cnd:iock1 

She whinged against Cruise. 
But on hearing Gulf news, 
She sat on the front bench on her ruttock. 

DonatJ.ons 

Thanks very rruch and keep them caning! 

Janes fran London £50 
Bridget 1 Greenpeace £15 
Jane 1 Tyneside ANC £4 
Margaret , Chester CND £5 
Stephen, Mid-Sanerset CND £5 
Martin, Tavistock Peace 

Action £10 
Fay fran London £2 
Paul fran Londoo £20 
Zoe am Kelvin fran Lcn:ion £20 
Steph from Pontefract £20 
Nick fran Pontypr idd £10 
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'lhe Anti- Nuclear Network can nCM send 
and receive E-mail ( electrc11ic mail) • 
Anyooe who is a subsriber to Green
Net or who can access GreenNet 
from another system (e.g Tele
com Gold, P r estel or Janet) can 
communicate with the anti- nuc
lear newsletter using the Gr een 
Net address - annews (use lower 
case). All electronic and non
electronic communications wel
come! 



:. 

Anti-Atom Art project 

Bourne 
Cambridge 
Tel: 0954 719644 
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